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Appity Slap: A Small Business Guide to Web Apps, Tech
Tools and Cloud Computing
Erika Blanchard

Facebook Application Development
Wrox The wildly popular Facebook social networking platform has published an open Application Programming
Interface (API) and developers are eating it up--60,000 signed up to use it in the ﬁrst few days; with this API, any
programmer can create applications and new features for Facebook Explores and explains the components available to
programmers, including working with Facebook Markup Language (FBML), querying Facebook with FQL, application
layout and ﬂow, advanced conﬁguration and performance tuning, and more Businesses such as NBC, Yahoo!, Red Bull,
Forbes, and the Washington Post are building branded applications to reach the growing Facebook community
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Lady Long Rider
Farcountry Press -

A Duke's Guide to Seducing His Bride
Chase Family Series, Book 4
Novelty Publishing ♥ A highwayman who is also a duke…in a kilt! ♥ A close-knit, meddling family ♥ A forced marriage ♥ A
treasure hunt ♥ Steamy romance! Another captivating romance featuring New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Royal’s “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lady Kendra Chase’s brothers
insist it’s high time she wed. But although they’ve presented her with many wealthy, titled suitors, no man has caught
her fancy—until her coach is held up by a dashing, mysterious rogue. When she and the scoundrel are caught in a
compromising embrace and her overprotective brothers demand they marry, Kendra cannot believe it. Are they really
desperate enough to match her with a highwayman? Scottish-born Patrick “Trick” Caldwell is the Duke of
Amberley—and also the notorious Black Highwayman, an identity he has assumed in order to avenge past wrongs and
serve his king. But his already complicated life becomes positively convoluted when he ﬁnds himself compelled to
marry a red-headed temptress he’s only just met. Caught in a web of secrets and half-truths, will Trick be forced to
choose between his duty to the Crown and the woman who’s destined to steal his heart? PLEASE NOTE: This book was
formerly titled “Amber.” BOOK DETAILS A complete, standalone story—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series,
Book 4 Style: Humorous historical romance Length: 118,000 words (about 475 standard pages) Bonus Material:
Author’s Note, preview of next book, link to giveaway R-rated Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you’d prefer to read a
Sweet & Clean (kisses only) version of this story, look for “The Duke’s Reluctant Bride” by Lauren Royal & Devon
Royal. AWARDS • Top 10 Bestseller on Google Play, Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo • A Booklist Top
Ten Romance of the Year • Winner of the Romantic Times K.I.S.S. Award for Best Romantic Hero REVIEWS “A
captivating historical romance. Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton series will love Lauren Royal!” —Glynnis Campbell, USA
Today Bestselling Author "Lauren Royal sweeps readers up into the 17th century, bringing all the excitement and
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glamour of the Restoration to life with her colorful characters, vivid backdrop, and passionate romance." —Romantic
Times "An impressive talent!" —Publishers Weekly (Forecasted review) "A passionate tale that brings late seventeenthcentury England vividly alive...fast-paced and ﬁlled with action from the very ﬁrst page to the climax." —Midwest Book
Review CONNECTING BOOKS While A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride can be read as a stand-alone novel, many
readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of Lauren's books feature Chase family members. Should you wish to
read them in chronological order, this is the sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a Girl How to Undress
a Marquess If You Dared to Love a Laird A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a Viscount The Scandal of
Lord Randal A Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas Chase Family Series: The
Regency Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice Betrothed Specially Priced
Boxed Sets Chase Family Series: Collection One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase Family Series: The Regency
Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of humorous
historical romance. Her “truly enchanting” novels have won many awards including Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the
Year,” and they’ve earned raves from reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who calls her “an impressive talent.” All
of Lauren’s books are complete, stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all connected—because they all feature her
beloved “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical
romance on her own and sweet/clean historical romance with her daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern
California with her family, two constantly shedding cats, and a stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not
busy writing, she enjoys singing along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton, dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV.
CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great free and 99¢ books sent to your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's
newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter • Become an honorary Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)!
Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on Facebook at: facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about
the real people and places in Lauren's books, enter a contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the
Chase Family Tree, visit her website at: LaurenRoyal.com

FBML Essentials
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Facebook Markup Language Fundamentals
O'Reilly Media Do you have an idea for a Facebook application? With FBML Essentials, you'll learn how to build it quickly
using the Facebook Markup Language (FBML) and other easy-to-use tools in the site's framework. If you can develop a
website with HTML, writing a Facebook application with the help of this book will be a breeze. Of course, Facebook is
not just another website. Any applications you write for it will have a potential audience of 16 million dedicated users.
It's not just another social networking site, either. Under the surface, Facebook is pretty sophisticated, with a
development toolkit that includes it's own modiﬁed version of HTML -- FBML -- to customize the look and feel of your
Facebook applications. With FBML Essentials, you not only learn how to get started with this toolkit, you also get a
complete reference on every FBML tag Facebook has ever written, with examples of how each tag works and advice on
the best ways to use these tags in your code. This book includes: A walkthrough of a sample Facebook application
Design rules for using images, CSS, JavaScript, and forms Speciﬁc chapters on tags -- authorization tags, logic tags,
user/group tags, proﬁle-speciﬁc tags, and more Messaging and alerts using FBML Creating forms with FBML Facebook
navigation Notiﬁcations and requests Dynamic FBML attributes, including MockAJAX How to test your FBML code A
chapter on FBJS, Facebook's version of JavaScript If you want to try your hand at writing a Facebook application, you
have a willing audience, an easy-to-use toolkit, and the perfect guide to get you started. FBML Essentials will help you
take your idea from conception to working application in no time.

The Vagabonds
The Story of Henry Ford and Thomas Edison's Ten-Year
Road Trip
Simon & Schuster A “fascinating slice of rarely considered American history” (Booklist)—the story of Henry Ford and
Thomas Edison—whose annual summer sojourns introduced the road trip to our culture and made the automobile an
essential part of modern life. In 1914 Henry Ford and naturalist John Burroughs visited Thomas Edison in Florida and
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toured the Everglades. The following year Ford, Edison, and tire maker Harvey Firestone joined together on a summer
camping trip and decided to call themselves the Vagabonds. They would continue their summer road trips until 1925,
when they announced that their fame made it too diﬃcult for them to carry on. Although the Vagabonds traveled with
an entourage of chefs, butlers, and others, this elite fraternity also had a serious purpose: to examine the conditions
of America’s roadways and improve the practicality of automobile travel. Cars were unreliable and the roads were even
worse. But newspaper coverage of these trips was extensive, and as cars and roads improved, the summer trip by
automobile soon became a desired element of American life. The Vagabonds is “a portrait of America’s burgeoning
love aﬀair with the automobile” (NPR) but it also sheds light on the important relationship between the older Edison
and the younger Ford, who once worked for the famous inventor. The road trips made the automobile ubiquitous and
magniﬁed Ford’s reputation, even as Edison’s diminished. The automobile would transform the American landscape,
the American economy, and the American way of life and Guinn brings this seminal moment in history to vivid life.

How to Prepare Now for What's Next
A Guide to Thriving in an Age of Disruption
John Wiley & Sons Disruption is changing the playing ﬁeld – keep your successful business on top Thriving businesses on
top of their game are targets for disruption. But for savvy business owners and managers who understand the coming
changes, the time to future-proof their successful companies is now. Following over a decade of research into future
trends, business reinvention and disruptive innovation, author Michael McQueen presents How to Prepare Now for
What’s Next, a blueprint for top companies to thrive in turbulent times. McQueen brings rare insight to the topic of
business disruption. The book ﬁrst explores the notion of disruption itself, and conﬁrms that the term is much more
than just guru-speak. The book outlines the four primary forms of disruption that McQueen sees playing out over the
next 5-10 years, and quickly moves on to the in-depth tools, tips and techniques that healthy businesses will need to
stay on top. Use a simple tool to assess just how vulnerable to disruption your company is Read case studies, research
and trend reports that highlight real-world examples to complement the book’s concepts Understand the four forms of
disruption, namely widescale automation, empowered consumers, unconventional competition and emerging
generations Apply the 9 keys to future-proof your business against disruption and make it impervious to change The
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time to act is now for the businesses who want to keep their edge, and How to Prepare Now for What’s Next is the
guide to continue thriving.

Ricky Tims' Kool Kaleidoscope Quilts
Simple Strip-Piecing Technique for Stunning Results
C&T Publishing Inc Learn Tims’ innovative techniques step-by-step to create a stunning kaleidoscope quilt of your own. •
An inspirational gallery of 26 student quilts • Like snowﬂakes, each quilt you make with this technique will be unique •
Includes easy steps to enlarge or reduce the size of your quilt Create a spectacular kaleidoscope quilt with Ricky's
unique strip-piecing method for making a multi-faceted pattern. You'll see impressive and intricate results from simple
sets of strips; it’s foolproof with little need for pre-planning. The beauty lies in the unpredictability of how the fabric
unfolds—just like a real kaleidoscope!

Strategy Safari
A Guided Tour Through The Wilds of Strategic
Mangament
Simon and Schuster Based on comprehensive research into strategic planning literature and its military antecedents, the
successor to The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning oﬀers a penetrating analysis of the ten dominant schools of
strategic thought. Reprint. 15,000 ﬁrst printing.
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Leading Change
Harvard Business Press Oﬀers advice on how to lead an organization into change, including establishing a sense of
urgency, developing a vision and strategy, and generating short-term wins.

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business, Second Edition
Hachette UK Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Business First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam: June 2019
Endorsed for Edexcel Let Ian Marcouse successfully steer you through the new speciﬁcation with his proven and
popular approach to Business; clear content coverage is enhanced by numerous real-life examples to create a course
that engages, motivates and develops every student. - Breaks down the content of the 2017 speciﬁcation into clear,
accessible explanations of important concepts and theories - Helps students apply their knowledge to a range of real
business examples, issues and contexts, supported by 'Talking Points' that encourage critical and commercial thinking
- Improves quantitative, investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through end-of-chapter exercises - Builds
students' conﬁdence approaching their exams as they practise calculation, short answer and extended-writing
questions with stimulus materials - Boosts students' vocabulary and supports revision with deﬁnitions of key
terminology for each topic

Light
A Ray of Hope
True Dreamster Book is an anthology , presented by the founder of shattered voices . The platform basically focuses on
bringing the talented writers the opportunity of being published writer.
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The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
An Easy-to-Use Guide with Clear Rules, Real-World
Examples, and Reproducible Quizzes
John Wiley & Sons The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books
around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules,
abundant examples, dozens of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high
schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes
learning English grammar and usage simple and fun. This updated 12th edition reﬂects the latest updates to English
usage and grammar, and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to facilitate self-assessment and learning. Clear
and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations, oﬀering "just the facts" on English grammar, punctuation, and usage
Fully updated to reﬂect the latest rules, along with even more quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar
Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand
the major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation oﬀers
comprehensive, straightforward instruction.

Tiny Habits
The Small Changes That Change Everything
Eamon Dolan Books The world's leading expert on habit formation shows how you can have a happier, healthier life: by
starting small. Myth: Change is hard. Reality: Change can be easy if you know the simple steps of Behavior Design.
Myth: It's all about willpower. Reality: Willpower is ﬁckle and ﬁnite, and exactly the wrong way to create habits. Myth:
You have to make a plan and stick to it. Reality: You transform your life by starting small and being ﬂexible. BJ FOGG is
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here to change your life--and revolutionize how we think about human behavior. Based on twenty years of research
and Fogg's experience coaching more than 40,000 people, Tiny Habits cracks the code of habit formation. With
breakthrough discoveries in every chapter, you'll learn the simplest proven ways to transform your life. Fogg shows
you how to feel good about your successes instead of bad about your failures. Already the habit guru to companies
around the world, Fogg brings his proven method to a global audience for the ﬁrst time. Whether you want to lose
weight, de-stress, sleep better, or be more productive each day, Tiny Habits makes it easy to achieve.

Air Force Combat Units of World War II
DIANE Publishing

Navigating the Digital Age
The Deﬁnitive Cybersecurity Guide for Directors and
Oﬃcers
Welcome to the all-new second edition of Navigating the Digital Age. This edition brings together more than 50 leaders
and visionaries from business, science, technology, government, aca¬demia, cybersecurity, and law enforce¬ment.
Each has contributed an exclusive chapter designed to make us think in depth about the ramiﬁcations of this digi-tal
world we are creating. Our purpose is to shed light on the vast possibilities that digital technologies present for us,
with an emphasis on solving the existential challenge of cybersecurity. An important focus of the book is centered on
doing business in the Digital Age-par¬ticularly around the need to foster a mu¬tual understanding between technical
and non-technical executives when it comes to the existential issues surrounding cybersecurity. This book has come
together in three parts. In Part 1, we focus on the future of threat and risks. Part 2 emphasizes lessons from today's
world, and Part 3 is designed to help you ensure you are covered today. Each part has its own ﬂavor and personal¬ity,
reﬂective of its goals and purpose. Part 1 is a bit more futuristic, Part 2 a bit more experiential, and Part 3 a bit more
practical. How we work together, learn from our mistakes, deliver a secure and safe digital future-those are the
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elements that make up the core thinking behind this book. We cannot aﬀord to be complacent. Whether you are a
leader in business, government, or education, you should be knowledgeable, diligent, and action-oriented. It is our
sincerest hope that this book provides answers, ideas, and inspiration.If we fail on the cybersecurity front, we put all
of our hopes and aspirations at risk. So we start this book with a simple proposition: When it comes to cybersecurity,
we must succeed.

The 4-Hour Body
An Uncommon Guide to Rapid Fat-loss, Incredible Sex
and Becoming Superhuman
Random House Do you want to lose fat, double testosterone, get the perfect posterior or give your partner a ﬁfteenminute female orgasm? Whatever your physical goal, The 4-Hour Body eclipses every other health manual by sharing
the best kept secrets in the latest science and research to provide new strategies for redesigning the human body. And
you don't need to exhaust yourself. International bestselling author, Timothy Ferriss, helps you reach your true genetic
potential in 3-6 months with a commitment of less than four hours per week. You can pick and choose from a menu of
options, from simple to extreme, for dramatic body changes. Based on over 15 years of research and with personal
stories, amazing before and after photos, recipes and sidebars, The 4-Hour Body will give unbelievable results and
change the way you look forever.

Boyology
A Teen Girl's Crash Course in All Things Boy
Chronicle Books A crash course in understanding boys, Boyology delves into the many mysteries of teen guys, dissecting
ﬂirting tactics, oﬀering dating suggestions, and providing tips on forming solid friendships. It's an up-close-and-
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personal look at boys in their natural habitats, with analyses by teen girls—and insight from the boys.

Entertainment-Education Behind the Scenes
Case Studies for Theory and Practice
Springer Nature This Open Access book tracks the latest trends in the theory, research, and practice of entertainmenteducation, the ﬁeld of communication that incorporates social change messaging into entertaining media. Sometimes
called edutainment, social impact television, narrative persuasion, or cultural strategy, this approach to social and
behavior change communication oﬀers new opportunities including transmedia and digital formats. However, making
media can be a chaotic process. The realities of working in the ﬁeld and the rigid structures of scholarly evaluation
often act as barriers to honest accounts of entertainment-education practice. In this collection of essays, experienced
practitioners oﬀer unique insight into how entertainment-education works and present a balanced view of its potential
pitfalls. This book gives readers an opportunity to learn from the successes and mistakes of the experts, taking a
behind-the-scenes look at the business of making entertainment-education media.

Leading the High-Performing Company
A Transformational Guide to Growing Your Business and
Outperforming Your Competition
Business Expert Press Leading the High-Performing Company demystiﬁes performance. This transformational guide
provides the crucial tools and insights to grow your business and outperform peers. It pinpoints how successful leaders
and companies position themselves to lead in their industries. Explore the symbiotic nature of leaders and the
businesses they lead. Learn why life is better for everyone when the business is performing at its best. Discover the
actions necessary to leverage your organization to new heights and grow as a leader. This book is based on the
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author’s professional career—leading at an executive level and working with high-performing organizations through
the good and bad times. Real-world examples bring the concepts to life based on the experiences of the author, as well
as accomplished leaders. You’ll walk away with actionable insights to accelerate your business today.

Authoritas
One Student's Harvard Admissions and the Founding of
the Facebook Era
Aaron Greenspan was just like any other recent Harvard graduate until the day he read that his invention, a Web site
called The Facebook, was worth billions. Authoritas follows a boy and his autistic brother from public school to the
hyper-competitive college admissions process and beyond. It sheds light on education, autism, and the astronomical
growth of The Facebook, making for an engrossing story that any student, parent, teacher, or entrepreneur will relate
to.

After the Duke's Wedding
A Chase Family Boxed Set
Novelty Publishing ♥ A highwayman who is also a duke ♥ A close-knit, meddling family ♥ A matchmaking mama ♥ Twin
siblings—two love stories! ♥ More than 800 pages of steamy historical romance Two captivating historical romance
novels featuring New York Times bestselling author Lauren Royal’s “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and
unconventional” Chase family! More detailed descriptions of each title can be found on the individual book pages.
Book One: A DUKE’S GUIDE TO SEDUCING HIS BRIDE Lady Kendra Chase’s brothers insist it’s high time she wed. But
although they’ve presented her with many wealthy, titled suitors, no man has caught her fancy—until her coach is held
up by a dashing, mysterious rogue. When she and the scoundrel are caught in a compromising embrace and her
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overprotective brothers demand they marry, Kendra cannot believe it. Are they really desperate enough to match her
with a highwayman? Book Two: NEVER DOUBT A VISCOUNT Kendra’s twin brother, Ford Chase, the Viscount Lakeﬁeld,
has never spent much time around children…until he ﬁnds his young niece dropped in his lap. Although ﬁve-year-old
Jewel is adorable, she’s also an annoying, unwelcome distraction from his scientiﬁc pursuits. Lucky for Ford, the
matchmaking matriarch next door comes to his rescue—by sending her uncommonly intelligent daughter Violet to
help… Please Note: These books were formerly titled “Amber” and “Violet.” BOOK DETAILS 2 full-length, standalone
romance novels—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series Style: Humorous historical romance Length: 223,000
words (nearly 900 standard pages) Bonus Material: Author’s Note, preview of next book, link to giveaway R-rated
Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you’d prefer to read Sweet & Clean (kisses only) versions of these books, look for
“The Duke’s Reluctant Bride” and “The Viscount’s Wallﬂower Bride” by Lauren Royal & Devon Royal. AWARDS • Both
books have been Top 10 Bestsellers on Google Play, Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo • A Booklist Top
Ten Romance of the Year • Winner of the Romantic Times K.I.S.S. Award for Best Romantic Hero • Rose Award Nominee
REVIEWS "A captivating historical romance. Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton series on Netﬂix will love Lauren Royal!"
—Glynnis Campbell, USA Today Bestselling Author "This delectable romp is sure to be just the confection readers need
for a sweet night's read…guaranteed to charm." —Romantic Times "An impressive talent!" —Publishers Weekly
(Forecasted review) "A passionate tale that brings late seventeenth-century England vividly alive...fast-paced and
ﬁlled with action from the very ﬁrst page to the climax." —Midwest Book Review CONNECTING BOOKS While A Duke’s
Guide to Seducing His Bride and Never Doubt a Viscount can both be read as stand-alone novels, many readers enjoy
reading them as part of a series. All of Lauren's books feature Chase family members. Should you wish to read them in
chronological order, this is the sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a Girl How to Undress a Marquess If
You Dared to Love a Laird A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a Viscount The Scandal of Lord Randal A
Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas Chase Family Series: The Regency
Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice Betrothed More Specially Priced
Boxed Sets Chase Family Series: Collection One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase Family Series: The Regency
Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of humorous
historical romance. Her “truly enchanting” novels have won many awards including Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the
Year,” and they’ve earned raves from reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who calls her “an impressive talent.” All
of Lauren’s books are complete, stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all connected—because they all feature her
beloved “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical
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romance on her own and sweet/clean historical romance with her daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern
California with her family, two constantly shedding cats, and a stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not
busy writing, she enjoys singing along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton, dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV.
CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great free and 99¢ books sent to your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's
newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter • Become an honorary Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)!
Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on Facebook at: facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about
the real people and places in Lauren's books, enter a contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the
Chase Family Tree, visit her website at: LaurenRoyal.com

Never Doubt a Viscount
Chase Family Series, Book 5
Novelty Publishing ♥ A sexy scientist ♥ A nearsighted wallﬂower ♥ A matchmaking mama ♥ A Royal Society ball ♥
Steamy romance! Another irresistible romance featuring New York Times bestselling author Lauren Royal’s
“outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! The Ashcroft family motto is "Question
Convention," and eldest sister Lady Violet agrees with the sentiment completely. For one thing, she's not planning to
marry. Plain Violet is smart enough to realize any suitors would be after her large inheritance, or else interested in her
beautiful younger sisters—and she'd much rather spend her time reading her beloved books than risking her tender
heart... Ford Chase, the Viscount Lakeﬁeld, has never spent much time around children…until he ﬁnds his young niece
dropped in his lap. Although ﬁve-year-old Jewel is adorable, she’s also an annoying, unwelcome distraction from his
scientiﬁc pursuits. Lucky for Ford, the matchmaking matriarch next door comes to his rescue—by sending her
uncommonly intelligent daughter Violet to help… PLEASE NOTE: This book was formerly titled “Violet.” BOOK DETAILS
A complete, standalone story—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series, Book 5 Style: Humorous historical romance
Length: 105,000 words (about 415 standard pages) Bonus Material: Author’s Note, preview of next book, link to
giveaway R-rated Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you’d prefer to read a Sweet & Clean (kisses only) version of this
story, look for “The Viscount’s Wallﬂower Bride” by Lauren Royal & Devon Royal. AWARDS • Top 10 Bestseller on
Google Play, Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo • Rose Award Nominee REVIEWS “A captivating
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historical romance. Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton series will love Lauren Royal!” —Glynnis Campbell, USA Today
Bestselling Author "This delectable romp is sure to be just the confection readers need for a sweet night's
read…guaranteed to charm." —Romantic Times "You won't want to put this book down until you reach the end."
—Romance Reviews Today "Fans of Amanda Quick will ﬁnd this romantic pair to be exactly their cup of tea." —Huntress
Book Reviews CONNECTING BOOKS While Never Doubt a Viscount can be read as a stand-alone novel, many readers
enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of Lauren's books feature Chase family members. Should you wish to read them
in chronological order, this is the sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a Girl How to Undress a Marquess
If You Dared to Love a Laird A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a Viscount The Scandal of Lord Randal A
Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas Chase Family Series: The Regency
Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice Betrothed Specially Priced Boxed Sets
Chase Family Series: Collection One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase Family Series: The Regency Collection
ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of humorous historical
romance. Her “truly enchanting” novels have won many awards including Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the Year,”
and they’ve earned raves from reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who calls her “an impressive talent.” All of
Lauren’s books are complete, stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all connected—because they all feature her
beloved “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical
romance on her own and sweet/clean historical romance with her daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern
California with her family, two constantly shedding cats, and a stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not
busy writing, she enjoys singing along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton, dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV.
CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great free and 99¢ books sent to your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's
newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter • Become an honorary Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)!
Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on Facebook at: facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about
the real people and places in Lauren's books, enter a contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the
Chase Family Tree, visit her website at: LaurenRoyal.com

Mindful Work
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How Meditation is Changing Business from the Inside
Out
Proﬁle Books A mindful revolution is reshaping the workplace. The world's most dynamic businesspeople are using
mindfulness to become happier and more fulﬁlled at work - and more successful. In Mindful Work, New York Times
business reporter David Gelles explains how mindful managers are using meditation, yoga and other mindfulness
techniques to boost leadership, reduce stress and improve health. Featuring insights from revitalised employees, highlevel managers at global companies and meditation masters, Mindful Work is an inspirational guide to the upsurge in
mindfulness among companies as diverse as Google, Facebook and General Mills. Blending timeless insights and
modern-day management theory, Gelles explains the practical beneﬁts of the mindfulness boom, and oﬀers a
programme for changing the way we work - a change that will make us less stressed, more focused and happier.

How to Undress a Marquess
Chase Family Series, Book 2
Novelty Publishing ♥ An English marquess disguised as a commoner ♥ A spunky Scottish lass ♥ A glamorous makeover ♥
A close-knit, meddling family ♥ Steamy romance! Another enchanting romance featuring New York Times bestselling
author Lauren Royal’s “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! As a marquess
and the eldest of four orphaned siblings, Jason Chase is used to taking responsibility for everyone around
him—whether they appreciate it or not. So when a shocking crime is committed on his estate, he knows it’s up to him
to hunt down the perpetrators. Heavy on guilt and light on luggage, he takes to the road… And runs smack dab into a
hapless Scottish lad. Who turns out to be a lovely Scottish lass. Though it’s her ﬁrst time in England, Caithren Leslie
can take care of herself, thank you very much. But when Jason accidentally knocks her down and decides that makes
her his responsibility, he won’t take no for an answer. And though he’s a pigheaded (and, very well, rather handsome)
Englishman who ﬁnds her Scots speech unintelligible, beneath their constant bickering runs a current of something
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else… Through long days on the road and even longer nights, what begins as getting on each other’s nerves becomes
stripping down one another’s defenses and discovering what lies beneath, until all is laid bare. Including the one
secret that could destroy their ﬂedgling love… PLEASE NOTE: This book was formerly titled “Emerald.” BOOK DETAILS
A complete, standalone story—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series, Book 2 Style: Humorous historical romance
Length: 118,000 words (about 475 standard pages) Bonus Material: Author’s Note, preview of next book, link to
giveaway R-rated Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you’d prefer to read a Sweet & Clean (kisses only) version of this
story, look for “The Marquess’s Scottish Bride” by Lauren Royal & Devon Royal. AWARDS • Top 10 Bestseller on Google
Play, Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo • Finalist for the Booksellers' Best Award • Finalist for the RWA
Award of Excellence REVIEWS “A captivating historical romance. Fans of Julia Quinn's Bridgerton series will love Lauren
Royal!” —Glynnis Campbell, USA Today Bestselling Author “A lively, fast-paced romance…glittering gem of a novel.”
—Romantic Times “An exciting, adventurous tale that will keep you up past your bedtime…I highly recommend this
book!” —Romance Reviews Today “A passionate tale that brings late seventeenth-century England vividly alive…fastpaced and ﬁlled with action from the very ﬁrst page to the climax.” —Midwest Book Review CONNECTING BOOKS While
How to Undress a Marquess can be read as a stand-alone novel, many readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of
Lauren's books feature Chase family members. Should you wish to read them in chronological order, this is the
sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a Girl How to Undress a Marquess If You Dared to Love a Laird A
Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a Viscount The Scandal of Lord Randal A Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the
Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas Chase Family Series: The Regency Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting
Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice Betrothed Specially Priced Boxed Sets Chase Family Series: Collection
One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase Family Series: The Regency Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN
ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of humorous historical romance. Her “truly enchanting”
novels have won many awards including Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the Year,” and they’ve earned raves from
reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who calls her “an impressive talent.” All of Lauren’s books are complete,
stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all connected—because they all feature her beloved “outrageously funny,
loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical romance on her own and
sweet/clean historical romance with her daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern California with her family, two
constantly shedding cats, and a stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not busy writing, she enjoys singing
along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton, dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV. CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great
free and 99¢ books sent to your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter
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• Become an honorary Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)! Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on
Facebook at: facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about the real people and places in Lauren's books,
enter a contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the Chase Family Tree, visit her website at:
LaurenRoyal.com

The Scandal of Lord Randal
Chase Family Series, Book 6
Novelty Publishing ♥ A disinherited earl ♥ An animal-loving debutante ♥ A scandalous love triangle ♥ An unsolved
murder ♥ Steamy romance! Another heartwarming romance featuring New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Royal’s “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Rescuing animals is an unusual
passion for an earl’s daughter—but compared to the rest of her family, Lady Lily Ashcroft is downright conventional.
Though she fell for dashing Oxford professor Lord Randal Nesbitt at the tender age of sixteen, she buried her feelings
in deference to society's expectation that her older sisters marry ﬁrst. Four years later, her sister Rose has set her
sights on Rand. And with two sisters locked in a tempestuous love triangle, scandal can only be around the corner…
When Rand accepts an invitation to stay at the Ashcrofts’ country house, he has no idea what he’s getting himself into.
He's been nursing a secret aﬀection for sweet, compassionate Lily ever since their ﬁrst meeting. But bold Rose is just
as beautiful and shares his academic interests. Now he ﬁnds himself caught between two lovely sisters—the one he's
expected to wed and the one who's captured his heart... PLEASE NOTE: This book was formerly titled “Lily.” BOOK
DETAILS A complete, standalone story—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series, Book 6 Style: Humorous historical
romance Length: 100,000 words (about 400 standard pages) Bonus Material: Author’s Note, preview of next book, link
to giveaway R-rated Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you’d prefer to read a Sweet & Clean (kisses only) version of
this story, look for “The Baron’s Inconvenient Bride” by Lauren Royal & Devon Royal. AWARDS • Top 10 Bestseller on
Google Play, Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, and Kobo • Rose Award Nominee REVIEWS "A captivating historical
romance. Fans of Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton series will love Lauren Royal!" —Glynnis Campbell, USA Today Bestselling
Author "Enchanting, tender, and ﬁlled with memorable characters who simply charm their way into your heart."
—Romantic Times "…another triumph of deliciously sensual romance played against the fascinating world of
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Restoration England." —Booklist (American Library Association) "A refreshing story, told with much humor…a real joy
to read." —Romance Reviews Today CONNECTING BOOKS While The Scandal of Lord Randal can be read as a standalone novel, many readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of Lauren's books feature Chase family members.
Should you wish to read them in chronological order, this is the sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a
Girl How to Undress a Marquess If You Dared to Love a Laird A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a
Viscount The Scandal of Lord Randal A Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas
Chase Family Series: The Regency Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice
Betrothed Specially Priced Boxed Sets Chase Family Series: Collection One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase
Family Series: The Regency Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of humorous historical romance. Her “truly enchanting” novels have won many awards including
Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the Year,” and they’ve earned raves from reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who
calls her “an impressive talent.” All of Lauren’s books are complete, stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all
connected—because they all feature her beloved “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional”
Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical romance on her own and sweet/clean historical romance with her
daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern California with her family, two constantly shedding cats, and a
stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not busy writing, she enjoys singing along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton,
dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV. CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great free and 99¢ books sent to
your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter • Become an honorary
Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)! Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on Facebook at:
facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about the real people and places in Lauren's books, enter a
contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the Chase Family Tree, visit her website at:
LaurenRoyal.com

Qualitative Research
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A Guide to Design and Implementation
John Wiley & Sons Praise for the Third Edition of Qualitative Research: "Sharan B. Merriam synthesizes twenty years of
developments in qualitative research with clarity and acumen." ?Michael Quinn Patton, author, Qualitative Research
and Evaluation Methods "Here is a qualitative research methods book that reinforces the connection between
professional experience and qualitative inquiry." ?Robert Stake, author, The Art of Case Study Research and Multiple
Case Study Analysis "In this new edition, Sharan Merriam once again presents the world of qualitative research in
language engaging and accessible?for new and experienced readers alike. If you can have only one book about
qualitative research, this is it!" ?Patricia M. Reeves, associate professor, School of Social Work, University of Georgia
"Mystiﬁed by qualitative research? You couldn't ask for a better guide than Sharan Merriam, who introduces you to the
fundamental concepts of this research method, explains its complex forms, and then shows you exactly how to do a
high-quality qualitative study." ?M. Carolyn Clark, coeditor, The International Journal of Qualitative Studies in
Education

Your DNA Guide - the Book
You don't have to learn everything about genetic genealogy before asking speciﬁc questions of your DNA! That's the
premise of Diahan Southard's brand new book, Your DNA Guide - the Book, now available for pre-order at a special sale
price. Your DNA Guide - the Book is like no other genetic genealogy book on the market. Instead of learning more-thanyou-need-to-know in textbook style, you'll choose a speciﬁc DNA question to start exploring right away. You'll follow
concrete step-by-step plans, learning important DNA concepts--in plain English--as you go. Do you want to learn who
your 2X great grandmother is? Turn to page 23. Do you want to know how you are related to one of your DNA matches?
Page 37. As you proceed, you check your progress and get new guidance based on your speciﬁc results at each stage.
(Including troubleshooting, like when your matches just aren't responding or your great-grandparents turn out to be
ﬁrst cousins.) This powerful, hands-on approach is based on Diahan's 20 years of experience in the genetic genealogy
industry and especially in the past ﬁve years, as she helps clients one-on-one make DNA discoveries. It became clear to
her that while each client's situation may be unique, there are patterns in how you can ﬁnd solutions that you can
apply yourself. Your DNA Guide - the Book is for anyone who has taken a DNA test or may want to. It helps
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genealogists reconstruct family trees. It helps adoptees identify biological relatives. It can help you identify a speciﬁc
DNA match. In short, it helps anyone explore what their DNA--and their DNA matches--can tell them about their origins.

Ford Treasury of Station Wagon Living
Franklin Classics Trade Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Academic Library and the Net Gen Student
Making the Connections
American Library Association As students embrace new Web 2.0 technologies like MySpace, YouTube, and RSS feeds,
libraries also need to take charge. Based on actual work-practice studies of students and faculty - original research
conducted at the University of Rochester - this visionary guide maps potentially vibrant futures for academic
libraries.Academic librarians in public services, technology and administration now have the tools to better understand
the integral role of technology in the social and academic lives of undergraduates (the net generation). Use these
research results, cogent analysis, and clear explanations to: understand hot technologies, how students use them, and
how libraries can too; leverage new Web 2.0 technologies to stay ahead of the curve and include innovations in your
service mix; transform your library's web site with ideas inspired by gaming; and provide value-added services to
students by communicating in their preferred modes.
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Data Feminism
MIT Press A new way of thinking about data science and data ethics that is informed by the ideas of intersectional
feminism. Today, data science is a form of power. It has been used to expose injustice, improve health outcomes, and
topple governments. But it has also been used to discriminate, police, and surveil. This potential for good, on the one
hand, and harm, on the other, makes it essential to ask: Data science by whom? Data science for whom? Data science
with whose interests in mind? The narratives around big data and data science are overwhelmingly white, male, and
techno-heroic. In Data Feminism, Catherine D'Ignazio and Lauren Klein present a new way of thinking about data
science and data ethics—one that is informed by intersectional feminist thought. Illustrating data feminism in action,
D'Ignazio and Klein show how challenges to the male/female binary can help challenge other hierarchical (and
empirically wrong) classiﬁcation systems. They explain how, for example, an understanding of emotion can expand our
ideas about eﬀective data visualization, and how the concept of invisible labor can expose the signiﬁcant human
eﬀorts required by our automated systems. And they show why the data never, ever “speak for themselves.” Data
Feminism oﬀers strategies for data scientists seeking to learn how feminism can help them work toward justice, and
for feminists who want to focus their eﬀorts on the growing ﬁeld of data science. But Data Feminism is about much
more than gender. It is about power, about who has it and who doesn't, and about how those diﬀerentials of power can
be challenged and changed.

Chase Family Series: Collection One
Novelty Publishing ♥ A close-knit, meddling family ♥ Mistaken identities ♥ Glamorous makeovers ♥ Castles and country
houses ♥ Steamy romance! From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Royal comes the ﬁrst three novels in her
beloved series featuring the “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family. Nearly
1400 pages of steamy historical romance! More detailed descriptions of each title can be found on the individual book
pages. WHEN AN EARL MEETS A GIRL - Colin Chase, the Earl of Greystone, ﬁnds his carefully planned life turned upside
down when the Great Fire of London lands a lowly jeweler’s daughter in his arms. HOW TO UNDRESS A MARQUESS Jason Chase, the Marquess of Cainewood, is on the road to bring a blackguard to justice when he crosses paths with a
woeful Scottish lad—who turns out to be a lovely Scottish lass. A DUKE’S GUIDE TO SEDUCING HIS BRIDE - Lady Kendra
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Chase is caught in a compromising embrace with a dashing Scottish highwayman. Will her brothers really insist she
marry him? PLEASE NOTE: This boxed set was formerly titled “Chase Family Series: The Jewels Collection.” The three
novels within were formerly titled “Amethyst,” “Emerald,” and “Amber.” BOOK DETAILS 3 full-length, standalone
romance novels—no cliﬀhangers! Series: Chase Family Series Style: Humorous historical romance Length: Novels
average 460 standard pages each (1,380 pages total) Bonus Material: Author’s Notes, preview of next book, link to
giveaway R-rated Content: Steamy love scenes!* * If you prefer to read Sweet & Clean (kisses only) romance, look for
“Sweet Chase Brides Boxed Set One” by Lauren Royal & Devon Royal. AWARDS • All three books are Top Ten
Bestsellers on Google Play, Amazon, Apple Books, and Barnes & Noble • WHEN AN EARL MEETS A GIRL: Nominated by
Romantic Times for Best First Historical Romance • HOW TO UNDRESS A MARQUESS: Finalist for the Booksellers' Best
Award and RWA Award of Excellence • A DUKE’S GUIDE TO SEDUCING HIS BRIDE: A Booklist Top Ten Romance of the
Year, with a Romantic Times K.I.S.S. Award-winning hero REVIEWS “A captivating historical romance. Fans of Julia
Quinn’s Bridgerton series will love Lauren Royal!” —Glynnis Campbell, USA Today Bestselling Author “A wonderful
read! With a deft pen, Lauren Royal captures all the pageantry, excitement, and color that was Restoration England.”
—Romantic Times “An impressive talent!” —Publishers Weekly (Forecasted review) “A passionate tale that brings late
seventeenth-century England vividly alive...fast-paced and ﬁlled with action from the very ﬁrst page to the climax.”
—Midwest Book Review CONNECTING BOOKS While Chase Family Series: Collection One can be read on its own, many
readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of Lauren’s books feature Chase family members. Should you wish to
read them in chronological order, this is the sequence: Chase Family Series When an Earl Meets a Girl How to Undress
a Marquess If You Dared to Love a Laird A Duke’s Guide to Seducing His Bride Never Doubt a Viscount The Scandal of
Lord Randal A Gentleman’s Plot to Tie the Knot A Secret Christmas A Chase Family Christmas Chase Family Series: The
Regency Tempt Me at Midnight Tempting Juliana The Art of Temptation New in 2022 Alice Betrothed Specially Priced
Boxed Sets Chase Family Series: Collection One Chase Family Series: Collection Two Chase Family Series: The Regency
Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR LAUREN ROYAL is a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of humorous
historical romance. Her “truly enchanting” novels have won many awards including Booklist's “Top 10 Romance of the
Year,” and they’ve earned raves from reviewers including Publishers Weekly, who calls her “an impressive talent.” All
of Lauren’s books are complete, stand-alone stories, and yet they are also all connected—because they all feature her
beloved “outrageously funny, loyal, compassionate, and unconventional” Chase family! Lauren writes steamy historical
romance on her own and sweet/clean historical romance with her daughter, Devon Royal. She lives in Southern
California with her family, two constantly shedding cats, and a stupendous collection of fuzzy socks. When she's not
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busy writing, she enjoys singing along (oﬀ-key) to Hamilton, dancing (badly), and (wasting time) watching HGTV.
CONNECT WITH LAUREN • Want great free and 99¢ books sent to your inbox on select Fridays? Sign up for Lauren's
newsletter at: http://royall.ink/Newsletter • Become an honorary Chase cousin (and get a FREE historical cookbook)!
Join Lauren's Chase Family Readers Group on Facebook at: facebook.com/groups/ChaseFamilyReaders • To learn about
the real people and places in Lauren's books, enter a contest to win jewelry, and see the ever-growing branches of the
Chase Family Tree, visit her website at: LaurenRoyal.com

Research Strategies
Finding Your Way Through the Information Fog
Do the demands of carrying out research in today's high-tech environment leave you baﬄed? Did the grade on your
last term paper leave you doubting that getting an education was worth the eﬀort? As a student in higher education,
do you long for a simple, comprehensive guide to research? Here it is. Now in its third edition, extensively revised and
32-percent larger than the second edition, "Research Strategies" is your indispensable guide to informational research.
With his concise, empathetic, witty manner, William Badke shows you that research does not need to be painful. You'll
learn the skills that are essential to the success of any research project so that you can take control of the research
process and make it work for you. "Research Strategies" is as friendly as a puppy, as informative as your friend's
Facebook account, and as helpful as a personal servant. Don't start your research project without it.

Glossary of Automotive Terms
This comprehensive glossary brings together in one handy volume over 10,500 current automotive terms. From "Apillar'' to "Zones of Reach'' the Glossary provides you with over 500 pages of alphabetically listed deﬁnitions collected
from the SAE Handbook. For further research each deﬁnition references the SAE standard or speciﬁcation from which it
was taken. The new Glossary of Automotive Terms is an essential reference for anyone in the industry.
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The History of the United States
A Captivating Guide to American History, Including
Events Such as the American Revolution, French and
Indian War, Boston Tea Party, Pearl Harbor, and the Gulf
War
If you want to discover the captivating history of the United States, then keep reading... When the ﬁrst settlers
reached the United States of America and started to chip out a living in the wilderness that seemed so ﬁerce and
unfamiliar to their European eyes, they could never have dreamed that someday the land upon which they stood would
become one of the most powerful countries in the entire world. When Native Americans ﬁrst witnessed those white
sails bringing ships with white sailors into their world for the ﬁrst time, they could never have dreamed that within a
few centuries their population would be all but destroyed, that they would have to endure massacre after massacre, be
stripped of their freedom and conﬁned to comparatively tiny reservations, and walk the Trail of Tears within the next
few hundred years. When the preachers of the Great Awakening stood on the backs of wagons or bits of old tree
stumps and told the American people a new story of individual freedom and the power of ordinary people, they could
never have dreamed that their preaching would trigger a landslide of abolitionism that would end in a civil war that
almost tore the entire country apart. When the Civil War was ﬁnally won by the Union, and all African Americans'
chains were broken at last, the military leaders could never have dreamed that within the next half century, the United
States would emerge as one of the world's greatest military powers during the Spanish-American War. And when those
soldiers won the struggle against Spain in Cuba, they could never have dreamed that later in the century, Cuba itself
would turn against them and become the single greatest threat of nuclear annihilation during the Cold War. When the
Wright Brothers ﬁrst took to the air and Thomas Edison made the lightbulb, they could never have dreamed that
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American innovation would produce not only the Ford car, basketball, the telephone, and Facebook, but it would also
be instrumental in creating the atomic bombs that killed hundreds of thousands of people and ﬁnally brought an end
to the Second World War. As for Martin Luther King, Jr., he did dream. He had a dream of equality and brotherhood,
and his dream at least partially came true in 2008 when America saw the inauguration of its ﬁrst black president.
Never could the slaves of the great plantations of the South have dreamed that that day would ever come, but it did.
Nobody could have dreamed it, but it all came to pass, and it became the history of the United States of America. And
this is how it all happened... In The History of the United States: A Captivating Guide to American History, Including
Events Such as the American Revolution, French and Indian War, Boston Tea Party, Pearl Harbor, and the Gulf War, you
will discover topics such as The People Who Were There First A Time of Exploration Colonizing America The French and
Indian War The Boston Tea Party The American Revolution The First President Restless Times Horrors for the Natives
Awakening Civil War Seeking for Peace A Rising Power Progress Disaster Strikes The Biggest Bomb in the World Icy
Tension Freedom on the Home Front Terror and Its War And much, much more! So if you want to learn more about the
history of the United States, then scroll up and click the "add to cart" button!

Global Report on Traﬃcking in Persons 2020
UN The 2020 UNODC Global Report on Traﬃcking in Persons is the ﬁfth of its kind mandated by the General Assembly
through the 2010 United Nations Global Plan of Action to Combat Traﬃcking in Persons. It covers more than 130
countries and provides an overview of patterns and ﬂows of traﬃcking in persons at global, regional and national
levels, based primarily on traﬃcking cases detected between 2017 and 2019. As UNODC has been systematically
collecting data on traﬃcking in persons for more than a decade, trend information is presented for a broad range of
indicators.

CauseWired
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Plugging In, Getting Involved, Changing the World
John Wiley & Sons Incorporated "The title of the book is not only intended to describe the movement toward networked
social and political action, but like The Long Tail, Groundswell, and Tipping Point, it’s predisposed for buzzword status.
Which is to say it’s potentially a term that transcends the book itself and becomes a part of the language we use,
where the entire meaning of the book can be conveyed in a single word: CauseWired…" (MaxGladwell.com, October 7,
2008) "Tom Watson’s book, CauseWired ... is a must read for nonproﬁts, community organizers, social entrepreneurs
and advocates looking for motivation and examples of social media at work." (Lucy Bernholz, November 13, 2008)
"CauseWired is the ﬁrst book focused on making sense of social media in the nonproﬁt world. Watson not only gets itbut he also explains why social media matters in understandable terms. Tom Watson's CauseWired, is must reading for
anyone in the nonproﬁt world." (Blackbaud.com, September 17, 2008) "It’s the perfect book to hand an executive
director or board member or Communications VP who may not be as hands on with these tools as we are - and needs to
understand the big picture." (Beth Kanter, November 3, 2008) "A fascinating chronicle of the way in which social media
and connectedness is changing the face of philanthropy and activism." (Cased.com, October 19, 2008) "Some books
come and go very quickly. Others are stickier and crystallize and capture a moment in time. CauseWired by Tom
Watson ﬁts perfectly into the latter category…At ﬁrst glance the ribald, roiling world of online activism can feel
overwhelmingly chaotic - and that’s exactly why CauseWired is so important. Watson makes sense of this new world by
using real-world people and stories and creates a fun, fast read — go and get yourself a copy!" (Allison Fine, Social
Citizens, October 23, 2008) From the Foreword by Jean Case, CEO of the Case Foundation: "From every direction, new
opportunities to get involved are being presented and developed by a new breed of civic leaders and entrepreneurs.
And though the debate over how best to blend business models and nonproﬁt missions continues, the integration of
entrepreneurial thinking and online tools into philanthropic ventures and the equally important integration of giving
and nonproﬁt sensibility into corporate cultures are well underway. "CauseWired does a wonderful job chronicling
exactly that — the imaginative and bold ways people have chosen to make their voices and their causes heard using
new tools, new technologies, and new social relationships. "What is more, it provides an instructional narrative for
anyone who wants to play a role in building this new culture of giving." An eye-opening guide to the massive societal
impact of online social networks For today's super-wired, always-on, live-life-in-public young Americans, the causes
they support deﬁne who they are. Societal aspirations have so permeated the "net native" population that causes have
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become like musical tastes. CauseWired illustrates wired causes in action, bringing real-world stories to readers. The
ﬁrst book to track the massive societal impact on causes of online social networks--from blogs, to video, to the rise of
social networks, CauseWired reveals the extraordinary inﬂuence of online social networks--in raising money for charity,
in changing the political climate and electing candidates, and in raising consciousness for causes. From Facebook
causes and campaigns on MySpace, to a raft of new startups and innovative projects, and political movements like the
Obama campaign and Save Darfur, this immensely relevant book delivers actionable research and recommendations to
help readers launch their own successful wired social campaigns. Tom Watson (Mount Vernon, NY) is the publisher of
onPhilanthropy.com and founder of newcritics.com, an online journal of culture. A contributing writer to the Huﬃngton
Post with a 25-year professional career that includes the founding of two companies and several popular online
publications, he is Chief Strategy Oﬃcer of Changing Our World Inc., a national philanthropic services company.

Next Level
Your Guide to Kicking Ass, Feeling Great, and Crushing
Goals Through Menopause and Beyond
Rodale Books A comprehensive, physiology-based guide to peak performance for active women approaching or
experiencing menopause—from the author of Roar, renowned exercise and nutrition scientist Dr. Stacy Sims For active
women, menopause hits hard. Overnight, your body doesn’t feel like the one you know and love anymore—you’re
battling new symptoms, might be gaining weight, losing endurance and strength, and taking longer to bounce back
from workouts that used to be easy. The things that have always kept you ﬁt and healthy just seem to stop working
the way they used to. But menopause doesn’t have to be the end of you kicking ass at the gym, on the trail, in the
saddle, or wherever you work out. Once you understand your physiology, you can work with it—not against it—to
optimize your performance. That’s where Stacy Sims, PhD comes in. In Next Level, you’ll learn the underlying causes of
menopause: the hormonal changes that are causing all the symptoms you’re feeling, and their impact on your wellness
and performance. Then, what you really came for—what to do about it. Inside you’ll ﬁnd science-backed advice about
training, nutrition, sleep and recovery and supplements, as well as sample exercise routines, meal plans,
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macronutrient planning charts, and case studies from real women Stacy has coached through the transition. It’s the
ultimate guide to navigating the Next Level.
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The Rash Act
Good Press "The Rash Act" by Ford Madox Ford. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary ﬁction and non-ﬁction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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